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Quantum Chemistry Workshop June 4, 2021 

1. Draw an azobeneze using GaussView tools: 

  
add a benzene (ring fragment) (the connection is the atom that is blue) 

  
choose an element & its bonding (element 

fragment) 
change a H to a N (click on the H) 

  
add another N (click on the end of the bond) Add the 2nd benzene (ring fragment) 
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2. Form a trans-azobenze: 

  
select a dihedral angle (modify dihedral) 

The order that the you click atoms matters! 
rotate to 0° 

 

 

 
rotate the other dihedral to 0° save the input file! 

3. Form a cis-azobenze: 

  
rotate the azo dihedral to 0° (modify dihedral) save the input file! 
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Parts of the input file: 

  
Header  

instructions to program on how and what to run 
Title  

a note about what you are doing 

  
Charge + Spin multiplicity  

the total charge on the system and value of how 
many electrons are unpaired 

XYZ coordinates  
list of atom types and their positions with respect 

to each other (xyz will be in Ångstroms) 

 

NOTE: 
Formatting is important! Computers are dumb and 
are looking for very specific spacing and key 
words 
 Need # line! 
 Need 3 lines between # and charge line 
 Need no spaces in xyz 
 Need at least 2 lines at the end of the file 

extra blocks  
for when you need more details/restrictions on the 

calculation 
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4. Edit input file. 

  
Make sure the %chk = (same name as you 

are going to use).chk 
%nprocshared and %mem are related to the 

computer you are running on  
(don’t change these for now) 

  
Make sure # line has all the keywords you 

need for your job (we will discuss later) 
Remove any extra info other than xyz for now 

 
Resave file as a (same name as you are going to use).com 

((the scripts we use will take advantage of this naming scheme)) 
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5. Optimize  

#keywords: # b3lyp/6-311g(d,p) opt scrf=(solvent=acetonitrile) 

Run job on a cluster 

6. Look at output  

 
Check that the job completed correctly 

  
Visualize the optimization in GaussView You can look at the geometry and energy of 

each step 

7. Process output  
module load gaussian 

 
create formatted file formchk -3 trans-azobenzene.chk trans-azobenzene.fchk 

 
create molecular orbital  cubegen 1 mo=homo trans-azobenzene.fchk trans-azobenzene_homo.cube 80 h 

 
create xyz of final geom  newzmat –ichk -oxyz trans-azobenzene trans-azobenzene 
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Visualize in GaussView 

  
open the .cube file you generated Plot a new surface 

  
visualize save 

 
8. Frequency calculation 

#keyword: freq 

In output look for imaginary frequencies, normal frequency tables: 

                    1  normal mode number 
                    B1  normal mode symmetry 
 Frequencies --  1315.8011 frequency of this mode (should not be negative!) 
 Red. masses --     1.3435 values to model spectroscopy…ignore for now 
 Frc consts  --     1.3704 
 IR Inten    --     7.6649 
Thermochemistry analysis follows the frequency and normal mode data: 

Zero-point correction= .023261 (Hartree/Particle)   
Thermal correction to Energy= .026094   
Thermal correction to Enthalpy= .027038   
Thermal correction to Gibbs Free Energy= .052698   
Sum of electronic and zero-point Energies= -527.492585    E0=Eelec+ZPE 
Sum of electronic and thermal Energies= -527.489751     E= E0+ Evib+ Erot+Etrans 
Sum of electronic and thermal Enthalpies= -527.488807     H=E+RT 
Sum of electronic and thermal Free Energies= -527.463147    G=H-TS 
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9. TDDFT singlets 

#keyword: td(nstates=?, singlets) 

Look at excitations in output: 
Excitation energies and oscillator strengths: 
 
 Excited State 1:  Singlet-A2  4.0147 eV  308.83 nm  f=0.0000  <S**2>=0.000 
       8 ->  9         0.70701 
 This state for optimization and/or second-order correction. 
 Copying the excited state density for this state as the 1-particle RhoCI density. 
 
 Excited State 2:  Singlet-B1  9.1612 eV  135.34 nm  f=0.0017  <S**2>=0.000 
       6 ->  9         0.70617 
 
 Excited State 3:  Singlet-B2  9.5662 eV  129.61 nm  f=0.1563  <S**2>=0.000 
       8 -> 10         0.70616 

10. Rotation barrier (2 ways) 
a. Scan 

#keyword: opt=modredundant 

Plus below the xyz (enter) D atom1 atom2 atom3 atom4 S steps size (enter) (enter) 

 

Output 2 ways: 

Check that the job completed correctly 

 
 

In .log file Visualize the scan in Gaussview 
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Follow the geometry & energy of the scan: 

   

- Plot angle vs. relative energy (in eV) 
b. Transition State 

#keyword: opt=QST2 

 

 

Title 1 
(enter) 
Charge Spin multiplicity 
Reactant XYZ 
(enter) 
Title 2 
(enter) 
Charge Spin multiplicity 
Products XYZ 

Output: 

Check that the job completed correctly 

 
In .log file Visualize the TS in Gaussview 

NOTE: transition states should have 1 imaginary (negative) frequency…run a calculation 
to check 

- Add the optimized cis, trans, and TS geometries to your previous plot 

 


